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Tate cohomology for arbitrary groups via satellites 
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Abstract 
We define cohomology groups fj”(G; M), n E Z, for an arbitrary group G and G-mod- 
ule M, using the concept of satellites. These cohomology groups generalize the Farrell-Tate 
groups for groups of finite virtual cohomological dimension and form a connected sequence 
of functors, characterized by a natural universal property. 
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The classical Tate cohomology groups of finite groups have been generalized to 
larger classes of groups by several authors [1,5,6,8]. The definition of Benson and 
Carlson in [I] makes sense for an arbitrary group, but no formal properties are 
discussed there. We propose here a different definition for Tate cohomology 
groups for an arbitrary group G and G-module M, which takes the form 
&(G; M) =&IS-‘H”+‘(G; M) 
j>O 
with S-jH”+j(G; ?) denoting the jth left satellite of the functor H”+‘(G; ?I. 
These general Tate groups are shown to agree, if applicable, with the ones 
obtained by the various generalizations mentioned above. The family ZY?.= 
(fi”(G; ?>: y1 E Z) forms a connected sequence of functors and is as such charac- 
terized by a natural universal property, which identifies it with what we call the 
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completion with respect to projective modules, or short, the P-completion of ordinary 
cohomology (cf. Section 3). 
In the first section we recall, to fix our terminology and notation, some basic 
facts on satellites. Section 2 is devoted to an axiomatic description of the P-com- 
pletion of a cohomological functor, leading to our definition of the general Tate 
groups. In Section 3 we compare the definition to various other ones and discuss a 
few examples. Section 4 contains a detailed comparison with the definition 
proposed by Benson and Carlson. 
We thank Karl Gruenberg for enlightening discussions concerning the concept 
of projective completion for connected sequences of functors. 
1. Satellites 
The basic references here are [4,7]. We will quickly review the facts of which we 
make use. Let A be an associative ring with 1 and M a (left) A-module. We write 
FM for the free A-module on the underlying set of M, and &!nM for the kernel of 
the obvious map FM +M. If T denotes an additive functor from A-modules to 
Abelian groups, then 
S-‘T( M) = ker( T( f2M) + T( FM)) 
defines a new additive functor S-‘T, the left satellite of T. For n > 1 one defines 
inductively S-“T = S-‘(S-“+’ T) and fin”M = R(0(2”-‘M) with the convention that 
SOT = T and fl”M = M, respectively. Each short exact sequence of A-modules 
A’ -+A +A” gives rise to a connecting homomorphism S-“T(A”) + S-“+‘T(A’), 
n > 0, in such a way that in the long sequence 
. . . - S-“TA’ + S-“TA + S-“TA” -+ S-“+lTA’ + . . . + TA”, 
the composition of any two consecutive homomorphisms is zero. Thus the family 
S Q ‘T = {S-“T: n a 0) forms a connected sequence of functors. Obviously, 
S- ‘T(P) = 0 for all projective modules P, because L2P + FP is a split monomor- 
phism. As a result, one has for general A4 and PZ > k 2 0 natural isomorphisms 
S-“TM = S-“+kTOkM. (I) 
A connected sequence of functors V GO = {V-it: IZ > 0) is called of cohomological 
type, if the long sequence 
. . . --) I/-“A’ --f v-“A _+ I/-“!” _.._, .-,+l,’ + . . . + VoA” 
associated with any short exact sequence A’ + A -+ A”, is exact; in the terminology 
of [6] such a I/“’ is called a c-03, OI-cohomological functor. For instance, if T is 
additive and half exact, then S <‘T is of cohomological type (cf. 141). Any natural 
transformation 4 : U + I/ of additive functors extends uniquely to a morphism 
4 i ‘: S G ‘U + S G ‘V of connected sequences of functors. More generally, if I/ GO 
is any connected sequence of (additive) functors, then any natural transformation 
I):T/‘+I/’ extends uniquely to VG”-,S”o I/; in particular, by taking for $ the 
identity of V”, one obtains a morphism I/ GO + S <‘l/ which we call the canonical 
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one. The connected sequence of left satellites of a half exact functor can be 
characterized as follows (cf. [4, 1115.21). 
Theorem 1.1. Let U G0 and V ” denote connected sequences of (additive) fimctors 
and 4’ : U” + V” a natural transformation. If V GO is of cohomological type and 
satisfies V-“(P) = 0 f or all n > 0 and all projective P, then the following hold: 
(1) c$’ extends uniquely to 4 G ’ : U G ’ + V G ’ and 4 G ’ factors uniquely through 
the canonical morphism U G ’ + S G ‘U ‘, 
(2) if U” is half exact and 4’ is an equivalence then the induced morphism 
S <OU” + V GO is an equivalence. 
2. P-complete functors 
We will follow the terminology of [6] and call a connected sequence of additive 
functors T ‘= (T”: n E Z) a (- w, + co)-cohomological functor, if the long sequence 
. . . + T”A’ + T”A _+ T”A” + T”+lA’ w+ . . . 
associated with any short exact sequence A’ -+A + A” of A-modules is exact. A 
typical example is given by ordinary cohomology H’= {H’YG; ?); n E Z), with the 
convention that H”(G; ?> = 0 for n < 0. 
Definition 2.1. A (-00, +w)-cohomological functor T’= (T”: n E Z) is called P- 
complete, if T”(P) = 0 for every n and every projective module P. A morphism 
U’+V’ of (-w, + m)-cohomological functors is called a P-completion, if V’ is 
P-complete and if every morphism U’+ W’ into a P-complete cohomological 
functor IV’ factors uniquely through U’+ V’. 
If G is a finite group, then the classical Tate groups g’= {E?“(G; ?): n E Z) 
form a P-complete cohomological functor and the natural morphism H’+ I?. is a 
P-completion (see also Lemma 3.1). More generally, if the ( - ~0, + w)-cohomologi- 
cal functor U’ admits a “terminal completion” U’+ V’ in the sense of [6] then it 
follows that U’+ V/’ is a P-completion (we will discuss this in Section 3). Since not 
every U’ admits a “terminal completion”, one can, in view of the following 
theorem, think of the P-completion as a natural generalization of the “terminal 
completion” of [61. 
Theorem 2.2. Every (-co, +w)-cohomological functor T’= (Tn: n E Z} admits a 
unique P-completion r ’ : T’-+ T ‘. 
Proof. For every n E Z we can form the (-w, n)-cohomological functor 
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The identity transformation T” + T” extends uniquely to T Gn --) S <‘T”, and we 
extend it further to 7,’ : T ‘+ T’(n) by putting 7: = Id,, for j > n. Similarly, for any 
m > n the identity T” + T” extends uniquely to a morphism T,,, : T’(n) + T’(m) 
satisfying +, = Id,, for each j 2 m. We define now 
T’=@{T’(n); T;,,}. 
Because T;,, 0 T,’ = 7; for m 2 n, we obtain a natural morphism 
r.=l&; IT.+ T.. 
The exactness of 5 implies that ?. is a (- ~0, +w)-cohomological functor. By our 
definition, we have for any A4 
f’(M) = lim S-kTi+k( M) - 
k>O 
so that for P projective f’(P) = 0 for any j, because S-kTi+k(P) = 0 for k > 0. 
Thus f. is P-complete. For the universal property of 7’ consider T’+ V’ with I/’ 
a P-complete (-co, + m)-cohomological functor. Then each T” * V” extends 
uniquelytoS~“T”~S’OV”,andS”oV/“~V’o byTheoreml.l.Inthiswaywe 
obtain for each n a unique morphism T’(n) + V’ factoring T.-t V’ as T’+ 
T’(n) + I/.. As a result, T’+ V’ factors uniquely through 71 The uniqueness of 
the P-completion is a consequence of its definition. q 
The following two lemmas are useful for computations. 
Lemma 2.3. Zf T’ is a (- a, + co)-cohomological functor and no E Z satisfies 
T”(P) = 0 for all n > no and all P projective, then F(M): T”(M) + Tn(M) is an 
isomorphism for all n > no and T. is naturally equivalent to T’(n). 
Proof. Because T”(P) = 0 for P projective and m 2 no we have, similarly as in (l), 
for all n 2 no and all k > 0 natural isomorphisms S-kT”+k(M) = T”+k(RkA4), 
and also T”+k(0kA4) = T”(M). As a result, 
f”(M) =l@ S-kT”+k(M) = T”(M). 
k>O 
For n >no, T’(n) is P-complete and thus T’+ T’(n) induces f’--+= T’(n), which 
is inverse to the natural map T’(n) + T’. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Zf C$ : T ‘+ V’ is a morphism of ( - 03, + a))-cohomological functors 
with V’ P-complete and if 4” : T” --, V” is an equivalence for n >, no, then the 
induced morphism T ‘+ V’ is an equivalence. 
Proof. We apply a “dimension shifting” argument as follows. Since ? and V/’ are 
P-complete, they satisfy for any k E Z and any M, 
?(M) z ?+r(LU4), I/k(M) E Vk+r(LU4). 
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Thus it suffices to show that f” + Vk is an equivalence for k z= no. As Tk(P) = 0 
for k > no, we know from Lemma 2.3 that Tk = Fk for k 2 n,, and the conclusion 
follows, since +k is an equivalence for k 2 n,. q 
3. Examples 
Let G be an arbitrary group and consider the (- 00, + w)-cohomological functor 
H’= (H”(G; ?): IZ E Z} given by ordinary cohomology with H’YG; ?> = 0 for II < 0. 
It has a P-completion H’+ fi’ and we call the associated groups fi”(G; M) the 
nth Tate cohomology groups of G with coefficients in the G-module M. Thus for 
any n E L, 
&(G; M) = l&r S-kHk+“(G; M), 
k>O 
and the morphism H’+ I?’ into Tate cohomology is universal with respect to 
morphisms H ‘-+ I/’ into P-complete (- 00, + oo)-cohomological functors I/.. These 
Tate groups generalize the classical Tate groups for finite groups. More generally, 
the following holds. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G denote a group of finite virtual cohomological dimension. Then 
the P-completion of H’= (H”(G; ?): n E Z) is naturally equivalent to Farrell coho- 
mology . 
Proof. Consider the natural morphism H’+ F. from ordinary cohomology to 
Farrell cohomology F : Since F is a P-complete ( - w, + m)-cohomological functor 
and since H” -+ F” is an equivalence for n > vcd(G), we infer from Lemma 2.4 
that fi’= F.. 0 
If G is a group such that for some integer n, one has H”(G; P) = 0 for all 
nan, and all P projective, then H’= {H”(G; ?): n E Z} admits a “terminal 
completion” T in the sense of [6] which is given by a morphism H ‘+ T. such that 
H”(G; ?) -+ T” is an equivalence for n 2 n,, and T’ is actually given by H’(n,) 
(lot. cit.); since H’(n,) is P-complete, the natural morphism H’(n,) + g’ is an 
equivalence by Lemma 2.4, and the “terminal completion” T’ is therefore natu- 
rally equivalent to the P-completion g’. 
It is clear from the definition of the P-completion that for an arbitrary group G 
the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) H’(G; ?) + E?‘(G; ?) is an equivalence, 
(ii) H’YG; P) = 0 for all IZ and all projective P. 
There are indeed examples of groups satisfying these conditions. In [3] a finitely 
presented group of type FP, satisfying (ii) is described. It is easy to check that an 
infinite free Abelian group of countable rank satisfies the condition (ii) too. The 
following theorem provides further examples, which might help to understand the 
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cohomology of GI,(P) with if,-coefficients, a problem which is closely related to a 
conjecture of Friedlander and Milnor 191. 
Theorem 3.2. Let KC 0 be a subfield of the algebraic closure of the rational 
numbers and let j G= 1. Then the P-completion 
H’(Gi,(K); ?) +k(~i~(K); ?) 
is an equivalence. 
Proof. We can write K as a countable union lJ Hss,(Ki> with each Ki c K a number 
field and @‘,{K,) c Kj the ring of S,-integers, Sj a finite set of primes of Ki, and 
i E N. Without loss of generality we may assume that @‘s,(K,) cBs,+$Ki+,) for all i. 
Note that vcd(Glj(Bs,(Ki))) = ni < CC and lim,,, ni = ~0. Let P be a projective 
G = Glj(K)-module. We obtain then a short exact sequence 
@’ H”-‘(Glj(Rs,(K,)); P) -+H”(Glj(K); P) 
ifsN 
-+@I H”(Gl/@iK,)); P). (3) 
ieN 
By a result of Bore1 and Serre [2] the groups Gl,(&,!K,)) are virtual duality groups 
of dimension IZ~ = vcd(Glj(@,$Ki))), and therefore 
H’“(Glj(@si Ki)); P) = 0 for m # ni. 
Since lim,_, ni = 00 we infer from (3) that H”(Gl,(K); P> = 0 for all II, proving 
our assertion. 0 
4. A comparison with the Benson-Carlson groups 
Let G denote an arbitrary group and M, N be two G-modules. The group of 
projective homotopy classes [M, N] is, by definition, the factor group of 
Homo(M, N) modulo the subgroup consisting of those G-homomorphisms M + N, 
which may be factored through a projective module. The functor R induces a 
homomorphism [M, N] + [fiA4, Olv] and one can define functors BC’YG; ?>, 
n E Z, by putting 
BC”(G; M) = l& [OnnfkZ, @Y4]. 
k,k+naO 
It was observed in [l] that for groups G of finite virtual cohomological dimension 
one has BCYG; M) = d”(G; M), which are just the Farrell cohomology groups. 
To deal with the case of an arbitrary group G, we first define a natural transforma- 
tion fin(G; ?> + BCYG; ?). If one uses for the definition of HYG; ?) the 
projective resolution 
. . . +p”-+p”-I_, ... +pO+B (4) 
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with im(P” + P”-‘) = 0”Z, II & 1, then we see that there is a natural surjective 
homomorphism 
H”(G; M) + [WZ, M], n > 0. 
Passing to limits, one obtains a surjective map 
&I Hnfk(G; L?‘M) -+ l& [flnn+kZ, Q’M] (5) 
k>lnl k>lnl 
which is well defined for any II E Z. Note that the image of the connecting 
homomorphism Hnfk(G; L2’M) + H”+k+l(G; L?‘+‘M) associated with the 
short exact sequence flk+‘h4 + F.CJkM + flkM is, by definition, equal to 
S-‘Hnfk+‘(G; flkM) and, by shifting dimensions, S-‘Hnfk+‘(G; K2’M) = 
S-kH”+k+l(G; RM) so that 
l&r H”+k(G; L?‘M) d”+‘(G; 0M). 
k>lnl 
(6) 
Using the natural isomorphisms I?“(G; M) zgIjnil(G; 0M), we see that (5) 
together with (6) gives rise to a surjection, natural in M, 
V(G; M) : &(G; M) + BC”( G; M), 
which is defined for every n E Z. 
Theorem 4.1. The natural transformations tI”(G; ?): l!?“(G; ?) + BC”(G; ?) are 
equivalences for all n E U. 
Proof. Only the injectivity of V(G; MI needs still to be checked. Let i E tin(G; M) 
be in the kernel of 0” so that it may be represented by an X E Hnfk(G; RkM) for 
some n + k > 0 such that the image of X in [LY+kZ, RkM] is zero. Using the 
resolution (4) we can represent X by a cocycle x : Pn+k + LZ’M, which factors 
through JYfkZ c Pn+k-‘, yielding a representative y : 12”‘kZ --+ RkM of the 
image of X in [L2 n+kZ, JI’M]. Consider the commutative 
P n+k+l -0 niktl z - pn+k - 0 n+k z 
diagram 
fjk+lM - - fi’+‘M - Ffl’M -RkM. 
Since by our assumption y factors through a projective module, it may be factored 
through FflkM -+ C2’M. But this implies that .Ry may be extended over LY+k+lZ 
+ Pn+k and thus the cocycle z representing 6X E H”+k+‘(G; C!‘+‘M) is actually 
a coboundary. Therefore .? = 0, proving the theorem. 0 
Remark. By transport of structure, one can use the equivalences of Theorem 4.1 to 
define a (-co, + m)-cohomological functor BC’= {BC’YG; ?): n E Z}, equivalent to 
the P-completion of ordinary cohomology. The resulting connecting homomor- 
phisms, associated with short exact sequences A’ -+A +A”, correspond then to 
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maps BC”(G; A”) + BC”+‘(G; A’) induced from the obvious maps [Onn+kZ, 
@C/y] ~ [fp+k+l 
Z, L@A’], which are defined as soon as y1 + k and k are both 
> 0. 
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